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Abstract

The main idea of this paper is to use multi criteria decision making and intelligent agent negotiation algorithms to create
an algorithm and coordination mechanism for climate parameters contol to save electrical energy and keeping high
comfort level in the object. Interest is concentrated on the climate parameters optimization in public electric
transportation vehicle passengers' interior. The article presents mathematical problem using intelligent agents in
mechahonic problems for climate parameters optimal control. The methods of the problem solving and structure of
problem solving algorithm are given in the article. There are main conclusions in the article.
KEY WORDSz intelligent agents, modeling, intelligent mechatronic systems, electrical processes, climate control,
energ) saving, decision making.

1. Introduction

In this article interest is concentrated on the climate parameters optimization in passengers' interior of public electric
transportation vehicles. The main idea of this paper is to use intelligent agent networks and intelligent multi criteria
decision methods (MCDM) to create an algorithm and coordination mechanism for climate parameters control to save
electrical energy, and it increases the level of comfort for passengers. This paper provides the mathematical model and
algorithm for optimal mechatonic system confiol of the climate conhol system.

2. Problem Formulation

Mechatronic process is characterized with several controlled energy flows (electrical, mechanical, heat etc.) [1]. Energy
flows can be controlled by changing variable characters of low voltage. Thus with the help of elechonic devices the
flow of energy influences climate parameters in object. Several detectors conffol measurable variables. The purpose is
to define the optimal HVAC system working regime, taking in account priorities of consumers. Deep and detail
investigation of the behavior of such a system, its operation and running processes requires its generalized mathematic
modeling, taking into account all possible regimes of the operation of compressor, fan motors, heater and setting an
algorithm of their contol in all possible regimes under any condition. Possible problem solution is intelligent
coordination mechanism - intelligent agent system with the superagent, which gives possibility to avoid these charges
and can give economy of the electrical energy [2].
The following steps are taken for problem solving: to analyze the methods of interactive decisions evaluation, to apply
the theory of lists, artificial intelligent [3], application efficiency for solving of the air conditioning system control
taking into account consumers' priority.

3.IfVAC system

The modelling and investigation are based on the typical architecture of TIVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning) system (Fig.1) with a taditional application of AC induction motors for driving both compressor and fan
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Figure l. HVAC system architecture.
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of the conditioner []. The well-known field-oriented method has been considered for the modelling of AC induction
motors [5].
Where: CS- control system, 4) - speed control, Y - flux linkage, 7,,, u - voltage, u! -heater control signal.

4. Control System Design

Control system structure is shown in Fig. 2, The fuzry logic controller (FLC) developed here is a two-input single-
output conholler. The structure and work principle of FLC are described in [1]. The two inputs of FLC are the deviation
from setpoint error, d(k), and error rate, Ad(k). FLC output crisp sigrral is delivered to DMU, which using receivec
information about available energy sources and climate parameters in controlled object performs proceeding of the
situation using multi criteria decision methods, and as a result set appropriate control regime. For adjust of this signa-
with HVAC system control signal converter- (CSC) is used as shown in Fig 2. Heat got during vehicle moving process
from warming up of motion drives and their brake resistors is used as extra source of heat (External heat).

Figure 2. Control System.

5. Problem decision algorithm

Step l. Determine consumers P* heatperceiving slopes, write them down as alternative set A(P^);

Step 2. Evaluate correlation of consumers' wishes (decrease temperature for n degrees at decision making point and

watch consumers reaction. This consumer's behaviour will be labelled as Ak (t) - A, altemative, k - consumers set, t -

continuous time).

Step 3. If consumer is performing activity U - set control regime Aj(t) letermining it during planning stage with the

help ofcorrelation).

Step 4. Use improved Rastrigins' adaptation procedure f 
IR (adaptation of temperature with learning according wishes

of consumers) [1].
Step 5. Evaluation of climate parameters of object performed by consumers as linguistic variable is processed by ttzzy

logic conholler and control regime 'e! 6in output is set.

Step 6. Provide system parameters control with intellectual MCDM agents. Program agent provides system control with

the minimal consumption of electrical energy accordingly priorities of consumer under conhol procedure '# <tl .

6. Problem decision methodology

For problem decision algorithm step 6 realization Nelder-Mead decisions making multi criteria decision procedure is
used [4]. Adaptive procedures of decision making are based on hypotheses about existing "losses function" u(e),
determined by initial set of alternatives E:

u:E-+R,where Rissetof realnumbers.Thismethodsolvesthetaskof searchingforminimizator e"of some
u

funct ion u:E+R.E c,Rn.

e* =aflmiau(e). (5)
- 
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Function u(e) describes the aim of decision making operation- the smaller value of "losses function", the better.
Function u(e) is supposed to be unknown before.
No evaluation of value u(e) for concrete e e E will be done, just comparison of two altematives by their vector
evaluations. It is enough to realize method of minimum zero sequence search. Decision making unit works as some kind



measuring unit which does not need displaying of value u(e), only fixing: 'korse", "better", "the same". Basic
operations of Nelder-Mead method is shown below.

t.Reflection. Projection of the worst verlex eh through centre of gravity e" of other vertexes.

e'=e" +a("" -ro),o)0,wheree"iscenterofgravi typointofverte*"" A4,.4.(Fig.3).

u(e' )> u(eb)
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Figure 3. Reflection operation. Figure 4. Shrink operation.

2.Expansion. If value of function u(e) at e' appearc to be better than at the best vertex from {,qr,'4",,4r} ttren

expansion y times (f >I- coefficient ofexpansion) is realised and e' is replaced by ei .

3.Contraction If the value of function u(e) at reflected vertex e' is worse than at all other vertexes (except eh ) then

contraction (with coefficient 0 ( F <t) is realised and e' is replaced Av e'B .

4.Shrink.If the value of function u(e) at reflected vertex e' is worse than eh then the whole polyhedron is shrinked in

two times in relatio to the best vertex eb (Fig. a).
5. In other situations operations 2,3, 4 are not performed, but the process is continued for the new polyhedron

{A,A,e' \ .
6. Ending of the process is performed when condition on approximate equality of values of function at vertexes of
current polyhedron and in the center ofgravity ofpolygon not taking into account the worst vertex is satisfied.

IF f (x') < f (Ar), THEN Perform Case(i) {either reflect or extend}

ELSE Perform Case (ii
BEGIN {Case (i)}

rF f (Ar)<f(x ' ) rHEN

ENDIF
END {Case i}

replace A, with x'
ELSE

Compute xi and f (*;)

w f(x)<f(Ar)rHEN

replace A, with xi

ELSE

replace A, with x'
ENDIF

{either contract or shrink}
BEGIN {Case (ii)}

rF f (x ' )<f(A,)rHEN
replace A, with x'

Compu te  x i= (A r+x " )12

or x'o = (Ar+ x") I 2 and f (*h)

tp f(xh)<f(A,)rHEN

replace A, with x|

ELSE

Compute .tr" and f (x")

replace A, wilh x'

replace A, with x"

ENDIF
END {Case ii}

Figure 5. Logical decisions for the Nelder-Mead algorithm.



7. System decision making control realization

DMU task is used for step 6 realization of problem decision algorithm to find optimal choice Qo' = f (EoP;t),with

QQ)->max.and E(t)-+min. It is done following the algorithm shown in Fig.6. Target is minimization of

electrical energy consumption in compressor, fan motors and heater, considering consumer fr with control regime

lA withdecision making Dunder conhol procedure ,# <tl + min. during time t E : Ec x EF x EH .

Step 1. Object O climate parameters and their influencing object mathematical models OMD areconcretized.

Step 2. Determine functional characteristics of system f',f'rf' (for cooler, fan and heater respectively) for

coherences of the comfort level in the object QQ) and, electro energy summary consumption of HVAC system E(t) at

time t ,which are proposed as Q 
- 

f @;t) .

Step 3. The aim of rational choice is defined. E(t) -+ min. ; QQ) + max.
Step 4. Optimal choice task using MCDM Nelder-Mead method is performed.

Step 5. Work regime of HVAC system ,( 1t1is set according computation results.

Where: Q- passengers comfort level, E- sunrmary energy consumption, Qo'- optimal choice of comfort level

parameters, EoP - optimal choice of energy consumption.

8. Conclusions

The provided results prove that the use contol system with application of the fivzy logic confioller and Nelder-Mead
multi criteria decision making algorithm can be very useful for solving IfVAC technology contol problems in public
electric transport.
Usage of created models and algorithms in air temperature contol systems in salon of public electric transport will raise
possibility to increase efficiency of electro energy usage, so exploitation costs of tansport will reduce as well as
passengers' comfort level will be increased. Appropriate for this purpose are systems working using contol core
developed on the basis of artificial intelligence which can contol current condition of all system, environment
parameters independently on operator, and taking into account predictable changes ofthese conditions to take decision
on necessary system actions.
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Figure 6. Control process stucture.




